
Direct Expedite 
Case Study

The path toward domination of the Expedited Market in the Logistics and Transportation Industry through implementing 
disruptive technologies. 

Due to the emergence of Digital Freight Brokers, or Freight Matching Platforms, being able to provide services in a timely manner at 
a low cost is particularly important to remaining a strong competitor in this industry. 

Abstract
Dale Prax, Owner, President & CEO of Direct Expedite, has quickly 
become a pioneer, unique among his kind. In collaboration with 
Hubtek, Dale is implementing cutting edge technologies such as 
Intelligent Process Automation (IPA) and Machine Learning (ML) 
to optimize his processes, generating a better customer experien-
ce in interactions with shippers and improving the overall 
efficiency of his employees.

As a result of this partnership, Direct Expedite can now offer 
unprecedented industry capabilities such as instant quoting with 
guaranteed capacity and instant booking with no data entry. TABi 
Dexibot, the name of Direct Expedite’s virtual assistant, can read 
the BOL or rate confirmation and enter it instantly into Direct 
Expedite’s TMS system. 

About Direct Expedite
Established in 2019, Direct Expedite aims to provide the 
Best-in-Class Ground Expedite Services for Time-Sensitive, 
Just in Time & Deferred Freight using cargo vans, sprinter 
vans, small and large straight trucks with solo and team 
drivers. This firm uses both air and ground expedite to ensure 
delivery compliance, regardless of whether it is Nationwide 
Ground Expedite or Final-Mile White Glove.



What was Direct Expedite’s vision?

Challenge the status quo and define innovative ways to gain market share, improve efficiency and optimize profits.

“Our vision when we started Direct Expedite LLC was to revolutionize Ground Expedite freight transportation processes.  We knew that 
to be competitive we had to be innovative and find ways to do more, with less – and do it FASTER than our competitors.  Our thought 

was that for a shipment to be truly expedited, the entire process must also be expedited”.    

Dale Prax

What goals did they want to accomplish? 

Direct Expedite had two main goals: 

To be the first in the market to offer an instant online rate quote platform with guaranteed capacity.

To be the first in the Ground Expedite market to provide the customer with the ability to book a load into Direct Expedite’s system 
without the customer or the staff having to go through the data entry process.  
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To do this, Direct Expedite had to do three things immediately:

Develop a quoting system that was easy to use and accurate.

Find a way to load data faster and easier after the quote is accepted.

Expedite payments to carriers to gain their confidence (the company pays all carriers within 2 days of delivery with no quick pay 
fee) by automating the invoicing process, making it possible to speed up payments from customers.

How did they accomplish those goals?

After looking at their vision, their goals, and what their position was in the market, Direct Expedite started looking for options, 
partners and solutions that could provide the perfect answer for them. 
They found it!



Dale Prax

“We knew that we needed to find a partner to help us automate through the front end. After much research and learning about 
Hubtek, we thought that they would be the perfect partner to take our ideas and run with them.  Hubtek was able to employ bots 

that enter our TMS system as a user and then can scan documents, forms and emails for data and transfer them to our TMS. After 
our first call with Hubtek, we knew that they were the answer.” 

Choosing the right partner to improve performance and become a market leader

Prior to reaching out to Hubtek, the company tried to do the RPA processes internally, but it wasn’t possible to accomplish this 
because the TMS would not allow any upgrades or integrations. So, they decided to start looking for a partner to help support their 
team: 

Hubtek solution 
At the beginning of our case study, we learned that Direct Expedite wanted to accomplish two main goals: offer instant online rate 
quoting and automatic load entry. Looking forward to helping them accomplish their goals and working together with Direct 
Expedite, we created Dexi TABi bot.

One Solution
Management of Structured and Unstructured 

Quote Requests and Load Tenders

Faster
Instant API transactions 

Simpler
UI/UX –Easy to use

Expand the App reach to other platforms 
through RPA



Instant Online Freight Quoting
Through understanding the process that a human would follow in freight quoting, we designed the quoting bot, so Direct Expedite 
can now offer instant online rate quoting through Dexi TABi Bot.  The process to do that is as follows:

Instant Order Entry
Through understanding the process that a human would follow in entering the order in the TMS, we designed the order entry bot, 
and Direct Expedite can now offer instant online order entry through Dexi TABi Bot.  The process to do that is as follows:
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When requesting a Ground Expedite freight rate quote via email, 
the response time to the customer is about 80% faster, 
because a bot is reading their email and responding with a rate 
in less than a minute.

Staff have more time to “talk” to customers and carriers and 
develop even more solid relationships - because they have 
more time.

Improved ability to monitor and qualify carriers because there 
is more available bandwidth.

Growth: The company is getting 30-40% more business, due to 
the ability of getting rates back to customers much faster.

TABi Dexibot enters the customer shipment into the TMS 80% 
faster than any human and does so with 100% accuracy.

With IPA, if the customer is satisfied with the rate quote, they 
simply click a button and enter a pdf file with the BOL/Rate 
Confirmation, and the bot reads the form and does the data 
entry.  This process means loads are entered 80% faster with 
100% accuracy.

Results
Impacting the company’s KPIs (Key Performance Indicators).
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Dale Prax

Top 3 results accomplished by working with Hubtek
The Booking Bot saves us hours and hours of data entry time.

The Accelerators are TOP NOTCH! - Fast learners, Dedicated and Professional

The advantage of our Quoting and Finance Bots 

Top 3 favorite things about working with Hubtek
THE PEOPLE!  Every person is professional, knowledgeable, hardworking, and most of all.... KIND.  Very nice group!

The technology

Their knowledge of freight, logistics and transportation.  Sure, there are a lot of people working with RPAs and Machine Learning, 
but to have a partner with their experience in logistics is PRICELESS!

Final comments
For us, we don’t see our customers as just a number.  We think of them as members of our team, and we make that be felt through 
actions. We are happy to be able to consider Direct Expedite as part of our team.

“Our partnership is extraordinary.  The staff at Hubtek is probably the best team that I have worked with in my nearly 30 years in 
this industry, individually and collectively.  They really know what they are doing, and they are very supportive, responsive and most 

of all, kind.”

Thank you for taking the time to read this case study.
For more information on which tools you may need based on your unique business 

model, our Hubtek consultants are available for a free consultation.

Contact us!
We are here to support you!

info@gohubtek.com (844) 667 0469 www.gohubtek.com 


